## Name | Field of Interest
--- | ---
DAN ABELLA | 20th Century, Aesthetics, Anglophone Filipino Literature, Literary Criticism, Modernism, Textual Studies
ZAHRA AL ZUWAYED |  
AHMED ALAWADHI | Creative Writing, Discourse Analysis, Game Studies, Genre Theory, Language Pedagogy, Narrative Analysis, Queer Studies, Rhetoric and Composition, Writing Pedagogy
DORIAN ALEXANDER | American Studies, Comics, Game Studies, Gender, History, Pedagogy, Popular Culture, Queer Studies, Revolutionary Imaginaries, Sexuality, Speculative Fiction
AHMAD ALHARTHI
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
aharthi@uw.edu
Applied Linguistics, Discourse Analysis, Global English, Second Language Acquisition, TESOL/Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

LUBNA ALZAROO
Graduate Student
lubnaa@uw.edu
19th Century, American, Ecocriticism, Environment, Indigenous, Necropolitics, Postcolonial, Settler Colonialism

ALLYSON ANG
Graduate Student
aang@uw.edu
Asian American, Creative Writing, Critical Race Theory, English, Poetry and Poetics, Queer Studies, Race and Ethnicity, Sexuality, Women Writers

JOHN MORGAN BAKER
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
bakerw5@uw.edu
Office Hours: Please contact by e-mail.
20th Century, Affect, Critical Theory, Literary Criticism, Modernism, Popular Culture, Queer Studies, Sexuality, Transgender Studies

JULIAN BARR
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
JUBARR@uw.edu / SMI 428

Critical Theory, Digital Humanities, Film/Cinema, Gender, Media Studies, Pedagogy, Public Scholarship, Queer Studies, Sexuality, Writing in the Disciplines

NANCY BARTLEY
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
bartlin@uw.edu

Film/Cinema, Media and otherness; religion; consumerism; social justice; film theory, Modernism, Nationalism, Nonfiction Prose, Novel/Prose Fiction, Popular Culture, War and Terror

CLAIRE E. BARWISE
Graduate Student
cbarwise@uw.edu

19th Century, 20th Century, American, Creative Writing, Feminism and Feminist Theory, Gender, Literature, Modernism, Sexuality, Women Writers

ANDREAS P. BASSETT
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
andbass@uw.edu / PDL BSN

16th Century, 17th Century, Cultural Bibliography, Digital Humanities, Drama, English, Renaissance, Shakespeare, Textual Studies, Theater History

VANESSA BATYKO
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
vbatyko1@uw.edu / PDL B25C
Creative Writing, Poetry and Poetics

DANIEL BENTSON
Graduate Student  
_bentsond@uw.edu_  
20th Century, 21st Century, American, Eco-Sadism, Environment, Hollow-Earth Sciences, Human Uploading, Postmodern, Science Fiction  

---  

**MISUN BISHOP**  
Graduate Student  
Predoctoral Instructor  
Assistant Director, Expository Writing Program  
misungb@uw.edu / PDL A-011G  
Rhetoric and Composition, Writing Center Studies, Writing in the Disciplines, Writing Program Administration  

---  

**SARAH BITTER**  
Graduate Student  
Predoctoral Instructor  
sbitter@uw.edu  

---  

**ELIZABETH R. BOYLE**  
Graduate Student  
Predoctoral Instructor  
erboyle@uw.edu / /  

---  

**EMMA BROBECK**  
Graduate Student  
Predoctoral Instructor  
ebrobeck@uw.edu / Savery 417  

---  

**GUST BURNS**  
Graduate Student  
Predoctoral Instructor  
ghburns@uw.edu
analyses of anti-blackness and capitalism, articulations prohibitions and prescriptions of the faculties

MEGAN BUTLER
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
mbb67@uw.edu / Savery Hall 417
Affect, Cognitive Science, Ecocriticism, Environment, Global Health, Literature as Therapy, Psychology, Refugee Issues

RENLAYONG CAI
Graduate Student

CAROLYN CALLAGHAN
Graduate Student
callaghc@uw.edu
19th Century, 20th Century, Aesthetics, American, Modernism, Poetry and Poetics, Textual Studies

BOSTON CHANDLER
Graduate Student

JULIA CHATTERJEE
Graduate Students
Predoctoral Instructor
chajul@uw.edu

ABHIVYAKTI (AVU) CHATURVEDI
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
achatur@uw.edu / SAV 417
Asian American, Critical Race Theory, Decolonial, Ecocriticism, Environment, Modernism, Postcolonial, Transatlantic

SZU-HAN (SOPHIA) CHEN
Graduate Student
shsc@uw.edu
20th Century, 21st Century, Experimental, Modernism, Philosophy, Postmodern, Samuel Beckett

CHARLES CHESNUT
Graduate Student
chesnut@uw.edu
18th Century, 19th Century, 20th Century, Critical Theory, Interdisciplinary Writing, Romanticism, the juxtaposition of literary and medical writings in authors who are/were also physicians.

ERIC CHU
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
erictchu@uw.edu

MIRIAM CISNEROS-OROPEZA
Graduate Student

ANNA CIUMMO
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
ac5615@uw.edu / PDL B-25C
20th Century, Creative Writing, Literary Criticism, Modernism, Poetry and Poetics, Postmodern, Women Writers, Writing Pedagogy
FRANCESCA COLONNESE
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
fcolonne@uw.edu / SAV 417

JOE CONCANNON
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
Assistant Director, UW in the High Schools
Graduate Student Computer Support
jscon@uw.edu / 206-543-7990 / PDL A-303
Pedagogy, Poetry and Poetics, Textual Studies

MARY COOPER
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
coopermk@uw.edu / Padleford BSN

JENNIFER L. CUFFMAN
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
cuffmanj@uw.edu
20th Century, 21st Century, Affect, American, Critical Theory, Culture, Literary Criticism, Literature, Postmodern, Queer Studies

KRISTA DANIEL
Graduate Student
kzd0008@uw.edu / PDL B-37
18th Century, 20th Century, Anglo-Irish, British, Drama, Modernism, Poetry and Poetics, Publics/Public Spheres, Women Writers

LAURA M. DE VOS
Graduate Student
lmdevos@uw.edu
20th Century, 21st Century, Affect, African American, American, American Indian/Native American, Critical Race Theory, Decolonial, Feminism and Feminist Theory, Indigenous

JAMES DEROSA
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
jbderosa@uw.edu / 2064189659 / BSA
20th Century, 21st Century, Film/Cinema, Game Studies, History, Novel/Prose Fiction, Popular Culture, Postmodern, Science Fiction, Visual Culture

THAOMI MICHELLE DINH
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
tmdinh@uw.edu
Asian American, Critical Race Theory, Gender, Popular Culture, Science Fiction

BIRGÜL DOGAN ÖZ
Graduate Student

JULIE DYKEMA
Graduate Student
dykemaj2@uw.edu
DILARA ELBIR
Graduate Student

ARNA ELEZOVIC
Graduate Student
elezovic@uw.edu
Digital Humanities, History

JOSHUA ESKEW
Graduate Student
eskewj@uw.edu
Applied Linguistics, Classical Rhetoric, Law, Linguistics, Philosophy, Political Science, Research Methods, Rhetorical Theory

STEPHEN EYMAN
Graduate Student

KELSEY A. FANNING
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
fannik@uw.edu

SARAH FAULKNER
Graduate Student
sef08@uw.edu
ALEC FISHER
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
Assistant Director, UW in the High Schools
alecfish@uw.edu / PDL A-011
19th Century, 20th Century, Feminism and Feminist Theory, Performance Studies, Poetry and Poetics, Queer Studies, Sexuality

RASHEENA FOUNTAIN
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
rfount@uw.edu / PDL B-25C
African American, Creative Writing, Ecocriticism, Environment, Nonfiction Prose, Novel/Prose Fiction, Urban Studies

BRITTNEY FRANTECE
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
Assistant Director, Computer Integrated Classrooms
britfran@uw.edu / PDL A-011G
African American, American, Art History, Critical Race Theory, Experimental, Popular Culture, Space/Place, Visual Culture

EMILY GEORGE
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
ecg136@uw.edu
16th Century, 17th Century, Drama, Education, English, Renaissance, Shakespeare, Textual Studies, Theater History, Writing Pedagogy
SARAH J. GHADESI
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
ghasedi@uw.edu
19th Century, Gender, History of Science, Medical Humanities, Periodical Studies, Science and Technology, Women Writers

STEPHANIE GIBBONS
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
gibbonss@uw.edu / PDL B5-C
20th Century, 21st Century, Affect, American, Feminism and Feminist Theory, Gender, Queer Studies, Race and Ethnicity, Science Fiction, Sexuality, Utopian & Dystopian Literature

KAELIE GIFFEL
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
giffel@uw.edu / ART 351
20th Century, 21st Century, Feminism and Feminist Theory, Gender, History, Modernism, Novel/Prose Fiction, Transnational, Women Writers

ALYCIA GILBERT
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
Assistant Director, Expository Writing Program
amgilb@uw.edu / PDL A-011A

ERIN GILBERT
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
ERINGIL@UW.EDU

RACHEL GOODRICH
Graduate Student

LAURA GRIFFITH
Graduate Student Predoctoral Instructor
lgiff2@uw.edu
19th Century, Bible Studies, British, Charlotte Yonge, Feminism and Feminist Theory, Gender, George Eliot, Novel/Prose Fiction, religion, Women Writers

JENNIFER HADEN
Graduate Student Predoctoral Instructor
jlhaden@uw.edu / PDL B5B
19th Century, English, Novel/Prose Fiction, Paleontology, Philanthropy, Science and Technology, Women Writers

STEPHANIE HANKINSON
Graduate Student
skh216@uw.edu
Caribbean, Ecocriticism, Environment, Film/Cinema, Natural Disaster, Postcolonial, Transnational

BRIAN HARDISON
Graduate Student
bchardis@uw.edu
Anglo-Latin hagiography, Anglo-Latin literature and culture to 1100, glossography, History, Intellectual History, Manuscript Studies, Medieval, Old English, palaeography and codicology, Textual Studies
JIANFENG (JEFFREY) HE
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
jfhe@uw.edu / SAV 417
American, Asian American, Diaspora Studies, Gender, Literary Criticism, Nationalism, Popular Culture, Race and Ethnicity, Transnational, Transpacific

LYDIA M. HEBERLING
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
heberl@uw.edu
American, American Indian/Native American, Environment, Indigenous, Oceanic, Poetry and Poetics

OLIVIA HERNANDEZ
Graduate Student
ojh26@uw.edu
20th Century, 21st Century, Chicana/o, English, Latino/a Studies, Literature, Multilingualism, Pedagogy, Rhetoric and Composition

MADISON HESLPOP
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
mlheslpop@uw.edu / PDL B-10

RACHEL HILL
Graduate Student
MATTHEW K. HITCHMAN
Graduate Student
hitchmk@uw.edu / PDL 5Bj
19th Century, American, Maritime Literature, Sentimental Novel

ROBERT HODGES
Graduate Student
bhodge4@uw.edu
19th Century, 20th Century, American, Critical Theory, Genre Fictions, psychoanalysis, Space/Place, Transatlantic, Visual Culture

JESSICA HOLMES
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
holmes07@uw.edu / PDL B-22
Affect, Animal Studies, Contemporary Poetry, Creative Writing, Ecocriticism, English, Environment, Environmental Humanities, Interdisciplinary Writing, Poetry and Poetics, Public Scholarship

CHRIS HOLSTROM
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
cholstro@uw.edu / MGH-310
Information Architecture, Interdisciplinary Writing, Knowledge Organization, Rhetorical Theory, Science and Technology, Science Writing, Subject Indexing, Technical Writing

ALYSSE HOTZ
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
ahotz@uw.edu
Race and Ethnicity, U.S. Social Movements

**DEVON HOUTZ**
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
dhoutz@uw.edu / Padelford B-25C

**MATT HOWARD**
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
mh37589@uw.edu / Padelford B5D

19th Century, 20th Century, Access and Inclusion, African American, Kinesthetics and Automobility, Writing Pedagogy

**YINING HUANG**
Graduate Student
American, Bilingualism, Children's Literature, Comics, Culture, Gender, International Studies, Shakespeare, TESOL/Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages, Translation and Interpretation

**EMILY HUSO**
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
ehuso@uw.edu / PDL B25C

Creative Writing, Flash Fiction, Nonfiction Prose, Novel/Prose Fiction, Realism, Short Stories

**ELIZABETH JANSSEN**
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
ljanssen@uw.edu

20th Century, 21st Century, Global English, Postcolonial, Publics/Public Spheres, Race and Ethnicity, Textual Studies
NANYA JHINGRAN
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
nanyai@uw.edu / PDL A-011C

ZIQI JIN
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
ziqijin@uw.edu / Savery 417
20th Century, 21st Century, Craft Analysis, Creative Fiction Writing, Genre Theory, Narrative Theory, Reader-Response Theory

SAFIYA KARMY-JONES
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
karmys@uw.edu

NAIMA KAZMI
Graduate Student
kazmin@uw.edu

BOM (BELLE) KIM
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
bbkim@uw.edu
YUNEE KIM
Graduate Student

TYLER KIPLING
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
tkipling@uw.edu
20th Century, 21st Century, Affect, Critical Race Theory, Decolonial, Disability, Feminism and Feminist Theory, Literature, Media Studies, Queer Studies

DINO KLAIOURIS
Graduate Student
dklad@uw.edu / PDL BSK
20th Century, 21st Century, Affect, American, Asian American, Diaspora Studies, Homonationalism, Queer Studies, Sexuality

CALEB KNAPP
Graduate Student
cbk5@uw.edu / CHID Green Room, Padelford B-102
American Studies, Critical Prison Studies, Gender and Sexuality Studies, Slavery Studies

E. J. KOH
Graduate Student
ejkoh@uw.edu
Affect, Asian American, Discourse Analysis, Film/Cinema, History, Literature, Poetry and Poetics, Translation and Interpretation
DAVID KUMLER
Graduate Student
kumler@uw.edu / PDL B5-A
Office Hours: By appointment

CHRISTINA LARMORE
Graduate Student
cmszabo@uw.edu

RACHEL LEE
Graduate Student
Pre-doctoral Instructor
Interdisciplinary Writing Program
racheln1@uw.edu

SOPHIE LEUNG
Graduate Student
sophil4@uw.edu
Bilingualism, Culture, English, Language Pedagogy, Linguistics, Psychology, Second Language Acquisition, Sociolinguistics, TESOL/Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

KYM LITTLEFIELD
Graduate Student
NATHAN LOGGINS
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
nloggins@uw.edu

SARA LOVETT
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
slovett@uw.edu / PDL A-11
Access and Inclusion, Basic and Developmental Writing, Critical Race Theory, Expository Writing, Game Studies, Two-Year Colleges, Writing Assessment, Writing Ecologies, Writing Pedagogy

BEN LUEDCKE
Graduate Student
bluedcke@uw.edu

MARGARET LUNDBERG
Graduate Student
margal3@uw.edu / 253-692-4582
Autobiography, Biography, and Life Writing, Autoethnography, Discourse Analysis, Ethnography, Literacy, Narrative Inquiry, Nonfiction Prose, Research Methods, Rhetoric and Composition, Writing in the Disciplines

RENEE LYNCH
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
lynchren@uw.edu
African, Applied Linguistics, Drama, Language Pedagogy, Postcolonial, TESOL/Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
BRIANNA MARTINEZ
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
brimarti@uw.edu / SAV 417
Culture, Decolonial, Gender, Indigenous, Interdisciplinary Writing, Latin American, Nationalism, Public Scholarship, Transnational, Writing Pedagogy

ALEXANDER MCCAULEY
Graduate Student
apmccau@uw.edu
19th Century, Atlantis, Ecocriticism, Population

AMANDA M. MCCOURT
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
amccourt@uw.edu / 701-388-5765 / PDL B36

PATRICK MCGOWAN
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
Assistan Director/ English 109/110
pjmg@uw.edu / PDL A-011B

ALEXANDRA MEANY
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
meanya@uw.edu / ART 353
20th Century, African American, Critical Race Theory, Feminism and Feminist Theory, Gender, Law, Publics/Public Spheres, Space/Place, Urban Studies
MARA MINION
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
mminion@uw.edu
19th Century, Transatlantic, Women Writers

AKANKSHA MISRA
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
akmisra@uw.edu

DANBEE MOON
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
moon0127@uw.edu / ART 347
18th Century, 19th Century, Children's Literature, Education, Gender, Gothic, Literary Criticism, Romanticism, Writing Pedagogy

SARAH MOORE
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
Assistant Director, UW in the High Schools
srmoore2@uw.edu / PDL A-011
Ecocriticism, English, Feminism and Feminist Theory, Medieval, Middle English, Old English, Shakespeare

FATEMA MUSAZAY
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
fsaber@uw.edu
JACOB OLIVER
Graduate Student
jsoliver@uw.edu
19th Century, Aesthetics, Cognitive Science, Comparative Literature, History, Literature, Media Studies, Philosophy, Poetry and Poetics, Romanticism

CAITLIN PALO
Graduate Student
cpalo@uw.edu
18th Century, 20th Century, American, British, Communication, Epistolary Writing, Experimental, Genre Theory, Language Poetry, Novel/Prose Fiction, Pedagogy, Publics/Public Spheres, The Gothic

SHANE R. PETERSON
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
shrp98@uw.edu
19th Century, 20th Century, Ecocriticism, Literary Criticism, Modernism, Poetry and Poetics, Rhetoric and Composition, Romanticism, War and Terror, Writing Pedagogy

REUVEN PINNATA
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
reuvenp8@uw.edu / ART 347
Decoloniality, Diaspora Studies, Feminism and Feminist Theory, Gender, Intergenerational Relationships, Kinship and Sexuality, Queer Studies, Race and Ethnicity, Sexuality, Sound Studies, Translation and Interpretation

MATTHEW POLAND
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
CAITLIN POSTAL
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
cpostal@uw.edu
Office Hours: by appointment
Digital Humanities, Digital Literacy, History of the English Language, Linguistics, Medieval, Middle English, New Media, Popular Culture, Textual Studies

SANJIT PRADHANANGA
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
sanjitp@uw.edu

ANSELM PRHANDITA
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
anselmap@uw.edu
Feminism and Feminist Theory, Gender, Popular Culture, Rhetoric and Composition, Science Fiction

WEI QIANG
Graduate Student
weiqiang@uw.edu

BARKLEY RAMSEY
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
Assistant Director/ English 109/110
KATHLEEN REEVES
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
kreeves2@uw.edu / PDL A-011A
Office Hours: By appointment
20th Century, 21st Century, American, Critical Theory, Culture, Embodiment, Feminism and Feminist Theory, Literature, Postmodern, Women Writers

LUIS RESENDEZ
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
resendez@uw.edu

D.E. ROBERTS
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
derob@uw.edu
Affect, Comparative Diagnosis, Criminalization, Critical Race Theory, Disability, Gender, Law, Medicalization, Monstrosity, Poetry and Poetics, Psychology, Science and Technology, Sexuality, Transgender Studies, Visual Culture

CAROL ROBERTSON
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
carolr3@uw.edu / Virtual

PHILLIP RUSSELL
Graduate Student  
Predoctoral Instructor  
prusse@uw.edu

MAXINE SAVAGE  
Graduate Student  
Predoctoral Instructor  
savy@uw.edu / SAV 417

RACHEL SCHLOTFELDT  
Graduate Student  
Predoctoral Instructor  
schlorac@uw.edu / ART 351  
Asian American, Digital Humanities, Feminism and Feminist Theory, Media Studies, Race and Ethnicity, Science and Technology

SHAUNA SEARCY  
Graduate Student  
Predoctoral Instructor  
sksearcy@uw.edu

HOLLY SHELTON  
Graduate Student  
Predoctoral Instructor  
hshelton@uw.edu  
Genre Theory, Ideology, Language Pedagogy, Literacy, Multilingualism, Rhetoric and Composition, Transnational

JANINE SOBERS  
Graduate Student  
Predoctoral Instructor
Office Hours:

19th Century, 20th Century, Asian American, Feminism and Feminist Theory, Latin American, Modernism, Postcolonial, Race and Ethnicity, Transatlantic, Transnational

MEDIHA SORMA
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
med1985@uw.edu / 206-685-2876 / PDL B-10

REBECCA TAYLOR
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
rjtaylor@uw.edu / SAV 417
Digital Literacy, Public Scholarship, Rhetoric and Composition, TESOL/Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages, Writing Center Pedagogy, Writing in the Disciplines, Writing Pedagogy, Writing Program Administration

SUMYAT THU
Graduate Student
smthu@uw.edu / Padelford B-26
Critical Race Theory, Expository Writing, Global English, Multilingualism, Public Scholarship, Rhetoric and Composition, Transnational, Writing in the Disciplines, Writing Pedagogy

SHEEHAN TRIPPEL
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
set89@uw.edu / SAV 417
21st Century, Business, Creative Writing, Culture, Film/Cinema, Food, Language, Media Studies, Popular Culture, Spanish, Visual Culture

MICHAEL ALEXANDER TURNER
MICHAEL ALEXANDER TURNER
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
malext@uw.edu / Padelford B-25B (on floor LL, building B in the Creative Writing suite) (not present for Spring 2020)
Chinese Poetry, Digital Humanities, Linguistics, Old English, Paleography, Philology, Poetry and Poetics

JUDY TWEDT
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
jtwedt@uw.edu

TYLER WAGNER
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
tjwagner@uw.edu / PDL B-25C
Creative Writing, Poetry and Poetics, Rhetoric and Composition

KATHARINE WALKER
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
kewalk@uw.edu / PDL B25C
Creative Writing, Novel/Prose Fiction

THOMAS (TJ) WALKER
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
tjwalker@uw.edu / PDL B-30 and Cyberspace! (Spring 2020)

YAN WANG
YAN WANG
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
yw72@uw.edu / Padelford B35
Critical Theory, Education, Expository Writing, Multilingualism, Second Language Acquisition, TESOL/Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages, Translation and Interpretation, Writing Pedagogy

HAINES WHITACRE
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
hainesw@uw.edu

BRODIE WILLARD
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
dbroaw@uw.edu / 214-250-6564
Communication, Education, Language Pedagogy, Latin American, Rhetoric and Composition, Rhetorical Theory, Second Language Acquisition, TESOL/Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages, Translation and Interpretation, Writing Pedagogy

NIKITA WILLEFORD KASTRINOS
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
nikitaw@uw.edu / SAV 417

ALAN WILLIAMS
Graduate Student
alanw84@uw.edu

JOSEPH WILSON
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
Assistant Director, Expository Writing Program
jwils@uw.edu / PDL A-011
Applied Linguistics, Genre Theory, Language Policy, Rhetoric and Composition, TESOL/Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

MAGGIE WILSON
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
mmw36@uw.edu

XIE XI
Graduate Student

AMY ZIMMERMAN
Graduate Student
Predoctoral Instructor
ahz2109@uw.edu
Creative Writing, Feminism and Feminist Theory, Nonfiction Prose, Novel/Prose Fiction, Popular Culture, Queer Studies

ELYSE ZYLSTRA
Graduate Student